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ABSTRACT
Information-centric networking (ICN) is a Future Internet paradigm
which uses named information (data objects) instead of host-based
end-to-end communications. In-network caching is a key pillar of
ICN. Basically, data objects are cached in ICN routers and retrieved
from these network elements upon availability when they are re-
quested. It is a particularly promising networking approach due to
the expected benefits of data dissemination efficiency, reduced delay
and improved robustness for challenging communication scenarios
in IoT domain. From the security perspective, ICN concentrates on
securing data objects instead of ensuring the security of end-to-end
communication link. However, it inherently involves the security
challenge of access control for content. Thus, an efficient access
control mechanism is crucial to provide secure information dissem-
ination and access. In this work, we investigate Attribute Based
Encryption (ABE) as an access control apparatus for information-
centric IoT. Moreover, we elaborate on how such a system performs
for different parameter settings such as different numbers of at-
tributes and file sizes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Information Centric Networking (ICN) is one of the most promising
approaches for Future Internet since estimations show that video
traffic will reach 79% of the Internet traffic by 2018 [5]. In ICN,
content owner publishes the contents which are stored in caches.
When a host wants to reach a content, it fetches the content directly
from a network-resident cache instead of communicating with
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the content owner. Therefore, reduced congestion and less traffic
load with higher network performance are possible. In a similar
vein, content fetching is a key operation in IoT. It is typical that
same data can be requested more than once in IoT environment.
Therefore, caching is instrumental to eliminate extra transmissions
and increase resource efficiency. Moreover, improved robustness
and dissemination are important for IoT communications. In that
regard, ICN can alleviate various challenges ranging from energy
efficiency to latency requirements for IoT communications.

Unlike host-centric security, ICN requires location independent
security mechanisms to enable ubiquitous in-network caching. End-
point security is not sufficient since contents are also supposed to
be secure themselves. Therefore, security model for ICN should
provide an information oriented data integrity and authenticity
check mechanism. There are also ICN specific threats like content
poisoning and cache pollution attacks [15]. While the goal of con-
tent poisoning attack is to fill the router caches with fake contents,
the goal of cache pollution attack is to degrade cache effectiveness
and increase the content retrieval latency. With the integration of
ICN paradigm into IoT, these security challenges are aggravated
with the pecularities of IoT such as device heterogeneity, resource
constraints, lack of central management and diverse application
requirements [13]. First of all, the owner of a content is not respon-
sible for the access control because he does not have control over
distributed caches in the network. Thus, there should be an access
control policy which can securely drive content consumption while
being efficient and scalable for IoT nodes. To address these security
problems, Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) is instrumental since
it allows several different groups of users by defining attributes
rather than relying on the identities [11].

ABE is a variant of public key encryption that does not only
use public-private key pair but also a well-defined access policy to
encrypt the plaintext by providing fine grained access control on the
encrypted data [14]. However, it also reveals some important issues
related to management, cost and security. In information-centric
networks, objects are cached in different locations and accessible
when requested by content consumers. Due to the distributed nature
of the system, attribute management is difficult from the scalability
perspective. Additionally, ABE induced processing is supposed to be
optimized avoiding a significant penalty on IoT device performance.

ABE has two different implementations, namely Ciphertext Pol-
icy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) [3] and Key Policy At-
tribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) [7]. In CP-ABE, the access pol-
icy is associated with the ciphertext and entities with the correct
attributes are able to obtain the plaintext. In KP-ABE, the access
policy for decrypting the ciphertext is encoded into secret keys
of entities and ciphertext is generated by using a set of attributes.
Entities with the correct access policy are able to decrypt the ci-
phertext. Although the main purpose of KP-ABE and CP-ABE is to
provide access control for file sharing systems, CP-ABE schemes
have various application areas such as sharing content in ICN [11],
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secure communications among IoT devices [16], and security of
personal health record [6].

In this work, we devise a content security approach via CP-ABE
which jointly works with attribute-based cache management for
information-centric IoT. The key objective of this scheme is the
provision of access control while opportunistically using the at-
tribute information to improve caching performance. In addition
to that, we investigate the system performance for different param-
eter settings such as different number of attributes and varying
file sizes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the related works in the literature. Section 3 describes
the attribute based content management and caching for ICN in
IoT. Next, we elaborate on the security analysis of the investigated
system. Finally, we present the experimental results and discuss the
performance of the proposed solution in Section 5 and conclude
this paper in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
Efficient delivery of content without compromising the data se-
curity is one of the key requirements of IoT. This is also valid for
information-centric operation in that environment. There are vari-
ous works in the literature elaborating on different aspects of ABE
and ICN. In [10], Li et al. use a modified version of ABE for ICN
naming scheme to preserve privacy in access control and provide
flexible attribute management. In their ontology based attribute
management approach, the content owner pushes his data by spec-
ifying which attributes are used for access control and which ones
are used for content search. Therefore, content names are protected
based on attributes and attribute combination operations in the
access control policies are supported with reduced cost. Similarly
in [9], Ion et al. use combination of ICN names with Boolean ex-
pressions of constraints on attributes in order to enable users to
express more complex requests.

Another related research challenge is the computational com-
plexity of ABE. This characteristic is extensively investigated in IoT
environment since ABE requires computationally-expensive opera-
tions which may be a challenge for resource constrained devices.
In that regard, a typical approach is to perform ABE operations on
a gateway or servers which are computationally more powerful
than IoT devices. However, such an architecture requires secure
communication and trust between the device(s) and the gateway
or the server. In [4], ABE is carried out on sensors to encrypt the
symmetric key with a predefined access policy. The results show
that it is feasible on resource constrained devices depending on
the use case and the security requirements. Similarly in [11], ABE
is used at sensor nodes before pushing sensory data to the ICN
environment. The authors point out that ABE can be implemented
for devices that have low memory and battery power although it is
a processing intensive task. Apparently, the significant factor is the
choice of right level of security and the number of employed levels.

The conventional mobile user devices have also been investi-
gated in the literature. In [2], ABE has been applied to smart phone
devices by considering some constraints such as battery and mem-
ory. Similarly, a Java-based application of ABE on Android smart
phones has been implemented in [17]. Another IoT focused paper
by Oualha et al. describes a new technique that was applied on

ABE algorithm to overcome the computational load for resource
constrained devices [12].

3 ATTRIBUTE BASED CONTENT SECURITY
AND CACHING (AB-CSC) FOR
INFORMATION-CENTRIC IOT

The peculiar characteristics of information-centric IoT calls for
novel techniques utilizing content-centric paradigm for improving
security. In this section, we introduce AB-CSC. First, we give the
overall organization of the proposed approach. We focus on an ar-
chitecture where some IoT devices act as content aggregators while
some others consume them. Then, we describe the content man-
agement and caching mechanism of AB-CSC. Finally, we present
the role of CP-ABE in AB-CSC.

3.1 Overview of AB-CSC
AB-CSC is a content caching mechanism that operates on ICNs
consisting of IoT devices. Components of AB-CSC can be defined
as follows:
• Producers: In AB-CSC environment, each IoT device is de-
fined as a producer in the network. The sensitive information
collected by sensors of IoT devices is encrypted and trans-
mitted to content repositories (caches).
• ContentRepositories:This is the intermediary set of nodes
responsible for caching the encrypted content generated by
producers.
• Consumers: Entities that request the sensitive information
from content storages. These devices process and utilize
fetched data according to various use-cases.

An illustration of AB-CSC operation is as shown in Figure 1.
Generated data (e.g. from environmental sensors in a smart city
scenario) are collected through producers and transmitted to cache
storages using the closest relay in the network in an encrypted
manner. Encryption is realized via using CP-ABE by using a pre-
defined set of access policy based on the attributes of consumers.
Therefore, producer and consumer relation is satisfied before the
deployment of an IoT device. Cache selection process is executed
based on caching attributes of content. The encrypted sensory data
are put into the selected cache ((1) in Figure 1). In order to get the
content from cache storages, consumers make the request via using
the closest relay in the network. Then, the interest is forwarded to
the cache that the desired content is cached ((2) in Figure 1). When
the content is fetched, consumers use the set of attributes to de-
crypt the content ((3) in Figure 1). If a consumer does not have the
correct set of attributes, this consumer can not access the content.
Therefore, end-to-end security for content delivery is achieved.

3.2 Cache Management and Selection in
AB-CSC

The cache related mechanisms in AB-CSC are comprised of two
main schemes, namely cache management and cache selection. The
former refers to the algorithm for cache placement and eviction
according to content requests in each cache while the latter refers
to the selection of caches in the network used for keeping contents
according to content attributes.
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Figure 1: An illustration of AB-CSC operation in information-centric IoT environment.

Algorithm 1 Cache Management
Input:

xcs : item x of cache cs
xnc : item x of new content nc
se : size of entity e
pc : popularity of content c
ic : cache affinity of content c
rc : criticality level of content c
fc : sampling frequency of producer of content c
1: procedure CacheManager
2: inc ← pnc + 1/fnc + rnc
3: while scs + snc > maxCacheSize do
4: delete c which has min ic in cs
5: push nc in cs

3.2.1 Cache Management Scheme. Cache management is a criti-
cal determinant on any information-centric network architecture
[8]. The need for a cache management mechanism becomes a sig-
nificant issue due to the resource limitations of IoT devices [18]
such as overloading the communication bandwidth with frequent
content requests and fast battery depletion problems. Therefore, we
propose a cache management heuristic by considering the popular-
ity, criticality and sampling frequency of contents. We determine
the caching index, i.e. the cache affinity for a content c , based on
the following criteria:
• Popularity of the content pc : Content popularity is one
of the most important criteria for the cache replacement
because consumers tend to request popular contents more
frequently. To increase cache hit ratio in our system, we
keep popular contents in a cache more likely, compared to
unpopular contents.
• Sampling frequency of the producer sensor fc :We use
sampling frequency as a secondary criterion which may be
critical for our context. For example, when the latest value
recorded by a sensor is requested, the returned data may

be outdated because the corresponding values have been
updated. Therefore, the content of a sensor which has low
sampling frequency will be kept longer in a cache than a
sensor which has high sampling frequency.
• Content criticality rc :We classify generated contents into
C criticality groups. Although there is a general correla-
tion between criticality and frequency, there are also event-
driven use cases for an IoT system. A typical example is
the surveillance of a critical infrastructure. When there is a
physical intrusion alert, the sensor data (e.g. video data from
motion-sensing cameras) are very critical despite not being
frequently generated.

With these three criteria, we calculate caching index (affinity)
ic of a content. This metric determines the of a content To ensure
criteria effect to ic equally, we normalize each criterion (pc , fc , and
rc ) to the range [0,1] using the maximum values. Moreover, the
time-to-live (TTL) of contents are predefined to represent how long
it takes before a content becomes stale and loses its utility in the
system. Any content which exceeds its TTL period is removed from
the respective cache. The cache management algorithm of AB-CSC
is given in Algorithm 1.

After a new content arrives to a cache, its cache index is calcu-
lated and attached to that content. Then, if the cache has enough
space to keep the new content, the content is stored in the cache.
Otherwise, among the stored contents which is stored in the cache,
the content(s) which has the minimum index is removed (evicted)
until the cache has enough space for the incoming content.

3.2.2 Cache Selection Scheme. After a content is generated by
an IoT node, it is critical to decide on which cache(s) to store the
content. An efficient cache selection scheme is essential to reduce
cache fetch distance. A smaller distance leads to reduced traffic
and less overhead in the network. To achieve that goal, we utilize a
cache selection scheme based on attributes of consumers.

Due to the ABE architecture, our consumers have attributes and
also contents are encrypted with consumer attributes. To build
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Table 1: Access Structures of Contents

Content name Title Department Experience

Content 1 Technician or Engineer Department A Senior or Junior

Content 2 Engineer Department B Senior

Content 3 Team Leader Department B or Department C Senior or Junior
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Figure 2: An illustration of a sample company topology.

our cache selection scheme, we take advantage of consumer at-
tributes. In the system setup, we specify one of the attributes as
a cache selection attribute. Our cache selection attribute should
indicate geographically closeness between consumers who have
the attribute. Then, we store contents which have the same cache
selection attribute at the same cache.

To provide further understanding, we explain our cache selection
scheme on a toy example. An illustration of a company topology is
shown in Fig. 2. Produced contents and their access structures are
as given in Table 1. Assume that Content 1 is encrypted under fol-
lowing access structure: (Technician∨Enдineer )∧DepartmentA∧
(Senior ∨ Junior ). In a system setup, since department attribute
indicates geographically closeness between consumers, we choose
department attribute as a cache selection attribute. To select a cache
for Content 1, our cache selection scheme decide which cache is
more suitable for Content 1 by using the cache selection attribute.
In this example, the cache of Department A is selected for Content
1. Since Content 1 is encrypted by using the access policy that
covers the Department A attribute, it can be only accessible by the

members of Department A. Therefore, AB-CSC stores Content 1 in
the closest cache to the Department A. By using the same approach,
Content 2 is stored in Cache B and Content 3 is stored in both
Cache B and Cache C.

3.3 Content Encryption/Decryption using
CP-ABE

Content encryption and decryption operations of AB-CSC are re-
alized by using CP-ABE scheme in [3]. In AB-CSC, there exists
a direct relationship with consumers and their producers. Each
producer encrypts the content to be shared by using CP-ABE and
the access policy that is related to attributes of consumers. Then,
consumers can decrypt the shared content via using their attributes
and secret keys. Consumers that do not have the correct attributes
are not able to decrypt the content.

In AB-CSC, we assume that the following conditions are exist.
Let S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn be the set of IoT devices that collects data
to be used by the set of consumers C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cm } and A =
A1,A2, . . . ,Am be the set of attribute sets for consumers, where
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Aj is the set of attributes of Cj . Mapping between S and C is
established by using a relationship matrix denoted asMn×m , where
rows of the binary matrix correspond to the set of consumers S,
columns of the matrix correspond to the set of consumers C. If
Mi, j = 1 then the device Si produces content for consumer Cj and
Mi, j = 0 if there is no producer-consumer relation between Si and
Cj . We assume that access policies and public keys of each consumer
in C are distributed to IoT devices before deployment. We also
assume that the set of master keysMK = {MK1,MK2, . . . ,MKn },
where MKi is the master key of Si , are distributed to both IoT
devices and related consumers. Then, CP-ABE of AB-CSC operates
as shown in the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Content Encryption/Decryption using CP-ABE

1: for each source Si ∈ S do
2: Get list of consumers C′i = {∀i,Ci |Mi, j = 0}
3: Setup (λ,A ′) Si uses public parameters of consumers in C′i

and the master keyMKi by using the security parameter λ and
the subset of attributes A ′ ⊆ A of consumers in C′i .

4: Encrypt (PK ,Ti ,A
′) : Si encrypts the content Ti , by using

the access structure that consists of the attributes in A′ and
the public keys of C′i to generate ciphertext CTi .

5: Key Generation(MK ,A ′) : Each Cj ∈ C
′
i generates the

secret key SKj by using the master key MK and the set of
attributes A ′.

6: Decrypt (PK ,CTi , SK ) : Each Cj ∈ C
′
i decrypts the cipher-

text CTi by using the public key PKj and the secret key SKj . If
SK associated with A ′ satisfies the access structure A′ then,
the Cj decrypts the message Ti .

AB-CSC also provides dynamic update operations for adding
new producers into the network or adding/removing consumers
to/from the network. Details of dynamic update operations are as
follows:
• Adding New Producers: In AB-CSC, each producer is as-
sociated with the set of consumers. While adding a new
producer into the network, the new device is also a pro-
ducer for a set of consumers in the network. Let Sn+1 be the
new producer for the set of consumers C′ = {C1, . . . ,Ck },
where k < m. Then, the setup procedure of Content Encryp-
tion/Decryption algorithm is executed to obtain master key
MKn+1 and to compute public parameters for consumers
in C′. Moreover, access structure is also installed to Sn+1
before the deployment.
• Adding New Consumers: Let Cm+1 be the new consumer
thatwill retrieve information fromproducersS = {S1, . . . , St },
where t < n, after joined the network. Then, each pro-
ducer Si ∈ S′ executes setup procedure of Content Encryp-
tion/Decryption algorithm is to obtain new master keyMKi
and to compute new public parameters for consumers in
C′ ∪ Cm+1, where C′ is the set of consumers associated
with the producer Si . Moreover, access structure ofCj is also
disabled for the further encryption operations. New con-
sumers are not able to decrypt the shared content in cache
storages since they do not have the necessary credentials

to decrypt the content. Therefore, new consumers need to
directly retrieve contents from producers.
• Removing Consumers: In AB-CSC, we also provide a pro-
cedure for leaving consumers. When a consumer Cj leaves
the network, he/she cannot decrypt new contents encrypted
by the set of associated producers. Let S′ = {S1, . . . , St },
where t < n be the associated producers for the consumer
Cj . Then, each producer Si ∈ S′ executes setup procedure
of Content Encryption/Decryption algorithm is to obtain
new master keyMKi and to compute new public parameters
for consumers in C′ −Cj , where C′ is the set of consumers
associated with the producer Si . Moreover, access structure
of Cj is also disabled for the further encryption operations.

In addition to the dynamic update operations, AB-CSC period-
ically updates attributes to provide secure content delivery from
producers to consumers.

4 DISCUSSIONS ON THE SECURITY OF
AB-CSC

In this section, we give discussions on the security of AB-CSC. The
proposed approach uses CP-ABE as an access control mechanism
for the content to be shared. As given in [3], the security of CP-ABE
scheme can be considered by using the following cases:

• CollusionAttacks:Group of consumers combine their keys
in order to decrypt the ciphertext that they could not decrypt
individually [14].
• Passive Attack: An attcker is able to retrieve information
from ciphertext by observing the communication.
• Active Attacks: Amalicious entity in the network is able to
intercept the communication and update the shared content
by producers.

For the security against collusion attacks, as defined in [3], secret
keys are randomized and they cannot be combined. In order to
decrypt the ciphertext, an attacker has the predistributed key with
the correct set of attributes. Therefore, CP-ABE is secure against
collusion attacks.

For the security against passive attacks, an adversarial model
was defined in [3]. According to this adversarial model, CP-ABE is
secure against chosen-plaintext attacks. Adversary generates secret
keys by using the sets of attributes S1, . . . , Sq1 and the access struc-
ture A∗, where no Si ∈ {S1, . . . , Sq1 } satisfies A∗. Then, adversary
sends two plaintexts M1 and M2, where M1 = M2, with A∗ to the
challenger. Challenger use A∗ and randomly selects b ∈ {1, 2} to
encryptMb . The ciphertext is submitted to the adversary. Adver-
sary repeats generating secret keys by using the sets of attributes
{Sq1+1, . . . , Sq } that does not satisfy the access policyA∗ to correctly
guess whetherMb = M1 orMb = M2 by outputing theb ′ ofb. Thus,
as defined in [3], the advantage of adversary is Pr [b ′ = b] − 1

2 .
For the security against active attacks, as addressed in [3], the

adversarial game can be extended to handle the chosen-ciphertext
attacks.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have performed simulation based experiments to investigate
the performance characteristics of AB-CSC. All simulations were
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Figure 3: Topology types in the experiments. (P: producer, C:
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carried out by using CCN-lite, which is an implementation of the
Content Centric Networking protocol CCNx [1]. In order to per-
form our tests, we use linear cascading, binary tree and randomly
generated topologies as shown in Figure 3 by using the system and
simulation parameters listed in Table 2.

Table 2: System and Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Average content size 1 kB

Total number of nodes 50

Total number of sensors 30

Average sensor frequency 1 content/10 minutes

First, we investigate the cache hit ratio by considering different
maximum cache size values to see the effectiveness of our attribute
based caching approach. As shown in Figure 4, we have simulated
the average hit rate for popularity distributions by considering a
varying Zipf exponent α . The cache size is described as a proportion
of total content bytes generated in simulations and ranges from 1%
to 10%. The cache hit ratio increases with the cache size as expected.

As shown in Figure 5, we have performed simulations to measure
effect of criticality level on hit ratio. In these simulations, we have
used three different criticality levels for contents, where the level 1
indicates the highest criticality and the level 3 indicates the lowest
criticality. As shown in the simulation results, the hit ratio increases
with the criticality of shared contents.

In order to show the applicability of AB-CSC, we have also made
simulations to address the performance of CP-ABE in AB-CSC.
First, we have measured the performance of CP-ABE regarding the
effect of the number of attributes on total execution time of AB-
CSC as shown in Figure 6. As expected, if the number of attributes
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Figure 4: Average Hit Rate for Popularity Distributions
(varying Zipf exponent)
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Figure 5: Simulations for Average Hit Rates by using Criti-
cality.

used for encrypting the content increases then the total execution
time for key generation and push encrypted content into cache
also linearly increase. Time to retrieve and to decrypt requested
content from cache also increases, because, using more attributes
increases the size of a decrypted content. Thus, the increase in
the number of attributes also increases the total execution time
of AB-CSC. Such result can be seen as a burden for the overall
execution time of the system. However, if more attributes are used
for encrypting the content, then the accessibility of that content by
different consumers also increases. Therefore, it is possible to use
an aggregated access policy to share the content for aggregated set
of consumers that are belong to different organizations.

Furthermore, we have also made simulations to evaluate the ef-
fect of the file size on the performance of encryption and decryption
operations as shown in Figure 7. CP-ABE does not cause excessive
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overheads in terms of the execution time of AB-CSC. Overhead of
the execution time of CP-ABE in IoT environment can be consid-
ered as negligible since the produced content in IoT environment
can be considered as relatively small.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS
In this study, we have proposed an Attribute-Based Content Secu-
rity and Caching for information centric IoT, namely AB-CSC. The
key contribution of this scheme is the provision of access control
while opportunistically using the attribute information to improve
caching performance. In addition, we have investigated the sys-
tem performance via using simulations for analyzing the avarage

hit rate by using different criteria of contents such as popularity
distributions and criticality. Simulation results show that AB-CSC
can be used as a secure cache selection mechanism. Moreover, we
have simulated the applicability of CP-ABE as an access control
mechanism in AB-CSC. According to the simulation results the
increase in the number of attributes increases the total execution
time of AB-CSC. However, such increase cannot be considered as
a drawback for AB-CSC. If an access policy has more attributes
than usual, then the shared content can be accessible by different
consumers.

Implementation of AB-CSC in a real life application in order to
analyze the energy consumption of IoT devices is left as a future
work.
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